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Controlling a Semiconductor Optical Amplifier Using a State-Space Model Scott B. Kuntze, Lacra Pavel, Senior Member, IEEE, and J. Stewart Aitchison, Senior Member, IEEE



Abstract—We derive nonlinear and linear state-space control models for a multichannel semiconductor optical amplifier. Verified against the governing partial differential equations through simulation, the linear model tracks modulations up to 20% qualitatively well. Linear feedback control is then employed to design two interchannel crosstalk suppressing systems, one using state feedback into the electronic drive current and the other using optical output feedback into an optical control channel; the controller designed with the linear model is seen to work well even with 100% modulations of the nonlinear system. This linear state-space model opens the way for further robust analysis, design and control of integrated active photonic circuits. Index Terms—Feedback systems, gain control, linear approximation, optical crosstalk, optoelectronic control, power control, semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs), state space methods.



I. INTRODUCTION LTHOUGH not a perfect analog to the electronic transistor, the semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) is a leading candidate for integrated photonic linear amplification and nonlinear switching. Depending on the electronic bias and power of the optical signal, linear amplification (through stimulated emission) [1], [2] and phase change (through gain saturation) [3], [4] are possible. SOAs are small and may be fully integrated into monolithic waveguide-based photonic circuits, and form the basis of active photonic circuitry [5]–[7]. While control theory provides a powerful set of analysis and design tools for photonic devices, its application to integrated SOAs is not yet widespread despite having been employed extensively for fiberline amplifier systems [8]–[10]. Although SOAs have been used in experimental systems with empirical optical [11], [12] and electronic [13]–[18] feedback control schemes, no analytical framework has been presented to date. Having a linear control model for SOAs would greatly facilitate design and analysis of integrated photonic control systems. In this paper, we derive a general state-space model that captures the optoelectronic dynamics of an SOA at the expense of neglecting nonlinear optical effects. The goal of our derivation is to produce an input/output state-space model suitable for control applications that act on the inputs and outputs of the SOA. The dynamics responsible for the wide array of interesting amplification applications are still present in our model, even if some



A



Fig. 1. Input/output control model of an SOA. Inputs: m lightwave data channels P (0; t), auxiliary lightwave for SOA optical control P (0; t), bias (L; t), auxand modulation current I(t). Outputs: lightwave channels P iliary lightwave for SOA optical control P (L; t), bias and modulation current (t). State: length-averaged carrier concentration N (t). I



of the nonlinear optical effects are neglected. We then derive a linear state-space model suitable for control analysis and design and use the linear model to design crosstalk suppressing systems in multichannel SOAs using electronic state and optical output feedback loops. From an input/output perspective, a SOA is a multi-input/ multi-output system, as shown in Fig. 1. The inputs are the and optical data and control chanelectronic drive current . Measurable outputs are the electronic drive current nels and the optical channels after passing through the SOA, and respectively. In Section II, we start from the governing partial differential equations and cast them in a nonlinear state-space form with the length-averaged population inversion as the state variable. carrier density Linearizing the state equations about preset input conditions yields a linear model of the SOA (Section III). This linear model is verified against the original partial differential equations under various simulated input conditions. In Section IV, a state feedback controller is implemented to eliminate interchannel crosstalk by negative feedback into the electrical drive current. An output feedback controller is then implemented to suppress crosstalk by using the optical outputs to drive a regulating optical control channel. These derivations and demonstrations show that control theory provides systematic methods for designing and regulating integrated photonic amplifiers (Section V).



II. NONLINEAR STATE-SPACE MODEL Manuscript received April 11, 2006; revised September 20, 2006. The work of S. B. Kuntze was supported in part by a NSERC Canadian Graduate Scholarship. The authors are with The Edward S. Rogers Sr. Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON M5S 3G4, Canada (e-mail: [email protected]). Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/JQE.2006.887176



In this section we start from the SOA governing equations and derive a dynamic state-space model (a set of first-order ordinary differential equations) that is suitable for linearization and control.
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A. Governing Equations The governing equations for a two-level multichannel SOA consist of an optical power propagation equation (1) and an electronic carrier rate equation



[19]. Therefore, we take the charge carrier density to be constant over the length of the device, , because integrating optical output relation in the following section reduces the SOA to a lumped element and averages the internal . spatial information to a single value With these assumptions, gain for each channel can be modeled linearly [20] (3) or logarithmically



(2) (4) In these equations for channel , is the instantaneous optical power with , the instantaneous population inversion carrier density, the stimulated optical gain, the optical loss from scattering and free carrier absorption, the injection current, the electronic unit charge, and the interaction volume and transverse area, the recombination rates (excluding stimulated emission), and the optical carrier frequency. The SOA is assumed time-invariant and homogeneous along its length. This SOA model handles multiple optical channels by indexing parameters on a channel-by-channel basis. We adopt optical data channels indexed the convention that there are , and one auxiliary optical control channel numbered 0, as shown in Fig. 1. Typically with this convention, each indexed parameter in (1) and (2) is constant over the given channel’s bandwidth, but the parameters can be unique for every channel; because each channel is indexed to a single central frequency , interchannel spectral overlap is ignored, but there is no restriction on maximum channel bandwidth and interchannel crosstalk is still possible due to the coupling through the common inversion carrier density (2). If, however, spectral overlap and intrachannel variations must incorporated, sets of indexes can be assigned to each channel and the parameters varied piecewise over the channel bandwidths.



where is the modal confinement factor, is the differential is the transparency carrier density. gain, and C. Output Relations 1) Electrical Domain: The drive current is not necessarily the instantaneous current seen by the SOA because the power source and SOA may have parasitic resistance, capacitance and inductance. Although augmenting the model with linear circuit equations is straightforward, for simplicity we ignore the dynamics of any electronic drive circuitry and assume we can meadirectly. Hence, sure and adjust the electrical drive current the electrical input and output are equal. 2) Optical Domain: To relate the optical outputs at to the inputs at we separate variables of the propagation , and solve for the equation (1), integrate and normalize on optical power at location in terms of the input power (5) At the end of the device the optical output is (6)



B. Gain



D. State Update Equation



The form of the gain function has a profound impact on the algebra needed to create a state-space model. For any unknown time-varying quantity, we must have an analytical rate equation so that the unknown quantity can be made a state of the system; however, not all the required rate equations are convenient or available. We assume that local gain depends on the local charge carrier density , but not the local optical powers . While slightly restrictive, this assumption is particularly useful because it allows us to obtain a closed-form state equation and is still general enough to model nonlinear gain. Compressive gains that involve optical powers lead to output differential equations (1) without suitable closed-form solutions if depends on ; if is taken to be -independent a priori, it is possible to find an output solution as shown in the Appendix, but the explicit solution exists only in the single-channel case and the algebraic forms in the subsequent derivation of the state-space model are far too cumbersome to reproduce in the present paper. Furthermore, because our goal is to produce an input/output model, we will integrate the gain over the length of the SOA



Integrating the multichannel rate (2) on we have malizing by



and nor-



(7) where Leibnitz’s Rule has been employed to interchange the time derivative and the spatial definite integral in (7) (for a proof, see [21, p. 266]). In (7) we have defined



(8) and



(9)
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Substituting (5) into (9) gives



(10) Because



is assumed to be spatially invariant



(11) is simply given by everywhere and we omit the overscript bar . Substituting (10) into the rate equation (7) we get



Fig. 2. Linear model (A; b ; c ; D ) of a SOA used in the control designs. Either the state X (s) or output Y (s) may be fed back to the input U (s) through controller K (s). The control simulations are applied to the nonlinear SOA model.



model (20) and (21) was verified with the commercial photonic systems simulator VPI [22]. III. LINEAR STATE-SPACE MODEL The general state-space dynamic model (20) and (21) is nonof the form linear. We seek the linearized model



(12) which represents the general nonlinear state equation for any recombination and any set of gains . This state update equation is nonlinear in the carrier concentration but affine in both electrical and optical inputs (i.e., the inputs can be factored out algebraically). E. Nonlinear Control Form Summary We define the state variable as (13)



(22) (23) , and , and for which , , and . The equilibrium point is found numerically by setting for a given in (20). The output equilibrium points are simply using (21). This model is depicted in Fig. 2 where the variables have been transformed to the Laplace domain to , allow straightforward block multiplication ( , ). Linearizing (20) and (21) about an arbitrary equilibrium point [23] we compute for general gain about equilibria



,



and the electrical and optical inputs as (14) (15) Finally, we define the electrical and optical outputs as (24a)



(16) (17) Concatenating the electronic and optical domains yields total input and output vectors defined by (18)



(24b)



.. .



(19) The nonlinear system state update (12) can then be written as (24c)



.. . (20) with nonlinear output relation (from (6)) (21) We have now converted the partial differential SOA (1) and (2) into a state-space form suitable for linearizing. This nonlinear



elsewhere ..



.



(24d)



elsewhere Hence, we have obtained a time-invariant SOA model that is linear in the state and inputs.
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TABLE I PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATIONS (ALL CHANNELS)



To verify the linear model , we compare its response to the response of the nonlinear system (20) and (21) numerically integrated in time. For example we consider two identical optical channels with linear gain (3) and recombina[20]. We tion in the form of nm use the parameters of [22] listed in Table I with for both channels throughout. Taking equilibrium inputs as



mA



mW



mW



(25)



we calculate the equilibrium state



m



(26)



Fig. 3. Verification of the linear model equations (22)–(24) with nonlinear model equations (20) and (21) by direct numerical integration. (a) Optical output and (b) state modulation due to (c) optical input modulation and (d) electrical input modulation. All step modulations are 20% of nominal values. Channel crosstalk is evident during optical modulation.



and linear coefficients s



(27a)



A W W



m



s



(27b)



A W W



m



s



(27c)



nonlinear models, or by calculating the second-order differential terms and weighing them against the linear terms (24). It is up to the designer how much error is permissible in a given application. In fact, the output feedback controller in Section IV works well for 100% modulation because of the action of the feedback. For applications where there are several operating points, a controller may schedule (switch) its gain based on the linear model evaluated at several different sets of pre-calculated equilibria.



(27d) IV. FEEDBACK CONTROL Fig. 3 shows simulation results comparing the nonlinear model with the linearized model for 20% input step modulations: (a) shows the optical outputs and (b) shows the state due to modulation of the optical inputs (c) and electrical input (d). For each modulation the linear model follows the nonlinear one very closely in terms of transient and steady-state responses. Cross-talk is evident between the optical channels during optical modulation because the channels are coupled together through the state (i.e., each optical channel draws from the common population inversion carrier density). Some deviation is noticeable for larger modulation (typically in excess of 20% modulation from equilibrium) but overall performance is qualitatively good. Quantitative agreement is difficult to generalize because it depends on the relative nonlinearity of the dynamics in (20) and (21), although specific deviations can be calculated either by subtracting the linear and



to In this section we employ our linear model design two SOA control schemes to suppress interchannel crosstalk: electronic state feedback and optical output feedback. For both cases we use constant feedback for simplicity in demonstrating the concepts, although the controller could certainly be generalized to include dynamic terms (differentiators and integrators) to improve transient characteristics and eliminate steady-state errors. The linear model greatly simplifies the controller design and the controller is then applied to the nonlinear SOA model (20) and (21) to verify the performance. A. State Feedback: Suppressing Cross-Talk Electronically With constant negative state feedback, the state is scaled and fed back into the SOA as illustrated in the block diagram Fig. 2
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by taking the branch from the state . Closing the loop from state to input yields the new state update equation



(28) and new output relation



(29) column vector that describes where is a constant how the state is scaled and fed back into each input (one elecoptical inputs). trical and State dynamics in the frequency domain are given by (30) so the SOA has a single pole at . Pushing the pole further negative will cause the state to converge more quickly to , thereby reducing excursions in the state due to the inputs. Letting the desired pole location be we calculate the control gains . There is some flexibility by solving for in in choosing a pole location that achieves the control objective (suppressing crosstalk) with reasonable controller gain. Consider the SOA system verified in Section III, again with linear gain (3), recombination , and two identical optical channels. We employ feedback from the state into the electrical drive current , so . For illustration we choose and calculate



Fig. 4. Constant negative state feedback applied to the electrical input (k = [7:6161 10 m A 0 0]) of the nonlinear model equations (20) and (21). Crosstalk in the outputs (a) is essentially eliminated because the state (b) is forced to be constant by feedback into the drive current (d). (c) Optical inputs modulated with 20% steps from equilibrium.



2



amplitude , the magnitude of drive current change called for by the controller is given by m A



(31) (33)



Fig. 4 shows that state feedback into the electrical drive current (d) suppresses crosstalk between optical channels (a) due to optical input modulation (c). The negative feedback reduces fluctuations in the state Fig. 4(b): as optical channel 1 steps up, the state wants to step down as carriers are depleted by stimulated emission, but this step down in state is converted into a step up in drive current, thereby refilling the population inversion. Because the population inversion is held relatively constant, the channels decouple and interchannel crosstalk collapses. With the decoupling, modulated channels receive better steady-state gain and better transient response. Greater controller gain yields better output performance at the expense of greater and faster swings in the drive current. To , defined illustrate, let the drive current seen by the SOA be by



(32) from Fig. 2. Using the Laplace transform of (28) to find the state , setting to a constant reference, and assuming that is a step function with the total change in optical input



As the controller gain increases, the denominator of decreases, thus increases with and so greater drive current swings are required as the transient response fades. The time constant of the exponential transient decreases as increases, and so faster drive current swings are required.



B. Output Feedback: Supressing Cross-Talk Optically Measuring the state—the average population inversion along the length of the SOA—is difficult in real time. Although an observer circuit could be constructed in parallel to estimate the state, the outputs are much easier to measure physically and so we now consider direct output feedback. Tapping the outputs and feeding them back into the plant yields constant output feedback, illustrated in the system block diagram Fig. 2 taking the branch that feeds the output back to the input through constant controller . Optical outputs are readily available and easily measured, so this control scheme lends itself to a straightforward implementation.
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(37)



Fig. 5 shows the results of constant output feedback into the ns optical control channel. When channel 2 turns off at (c), crosstalk into channel 1 is suppressed (a) because the control channel responds (d) to keep the state constant (b) by keeping the total input optical power constant at the preset equilibrium ns, the transient power value. When channel 2 returns at spike in the open loop is suppressed by the feedback action. The control channel adjusts again when channel 3 comes online ns to suppress crosstalk into the other channels and at improve the gain of all three data channels. The control channel must be set at sufficiently high power to accommodate the total power of all added or increased data channels. V. CONCLUSION



Fig. 5. Optical constant output feedback applied from the sum of optical outputs into the optical control channel of the nonlinear model equations (20) and (21). Interchannel crosstalk in the optical outputs (a) from the optical inputs (c) is suppressed. The controlled optical input (d) holds the state (b) relatively constant by negative feedback action. Optical modulations are 100% steps from equilibrium.



We have cast the SOA governing equations in a state-space form and derived a linear multichannel control model. The model can accommodate any gain function of the form . Constant state feedback and output controllers were employed to suppress interchannel crosstalk electronically and optically during multichannel amplification. The model can be extended to include models for the electronic drive circuitry and more advanced robust design and control. APPENDIX



Closing the loop from output to input yields the state update equation



In the single-channel case, let so that carrier density is independent of position . With rational gain com, the propagation equation becomes pression



(34)



(38)



and output relation (35) where is a constant matrix that scales each output (across the columns) into each input (across the rows). Consider the same SOA system from above, and add a third data channel and a dedicated optical control channel with equilibrium inputs now set to mA



mW



mW



mW



mW (36) are the drive current, optical power in the The terms in control channel, and optical powers in data channels 1–3 with channel 3 initially dark. The linear coefficients (24) are re-evaluated given these new input equilibria. To sum the optical outputs and loop their total back into the control optical input with moderate negative scaling, we set



which does not have an analytical closed-form solution. With , the propagation polynomial gain compression equation becomes (39) which has the solution



(40) provided Note that we obtain the output relation (5) when in the single-channel case. Substituting (40) into the carrier rate (2) and then integrating with respect to yields extremely large expressions, because must be integrated with respect to . The algeboth and braic steps are possible and new linear coefficients can be generated, but they are too lengthy to report here.
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